
      
DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT  COMMITTEE             16 JULY   2018 
 
 
Objections to Tree Preservation Order L/TPO/18/004, Rook Barn, Station 
Road, Tilbrook, Huntingdon, PE28 0JT.  
 
 
1. PURPOSE OF REPORT  
 
1.1 To consider objections to the Tree Preservation Order (TPO) 

L/TPO/18/004, and determine if the order be confirmed, making it 
permanent.   

 
 
2. BACKGROUND.  
 
2.1  This TPO was made on 30 January 2018, and is provisional for the 

first 6 months following its making. This provisional period allows the 
Council to consider any representations received as part of our 
consultation before a decision is reached as to its future permanency. 

 
2.2  Under the Council’s scheme of delegation, where objections are 

received, its confirmation is deferred to the Development 
Management Committee. 

 
 
3.  SITE AND TREE DESCRIPTION. 
 
3.1  TPO L/TPO/18/004 covers a mature Elm (referred to as T1 on the 

attached order plan), set to the south east of the principal building at 
Rook Barn. The site not within a conservation area.  

 
3.2 The tree forms part of the front garden and parking area associated 

with Rook Barn. It overhangs Station Road to the immediate east and 
the neighbouring property (Rose Cottage) to the south west. Utility 
cables run the along the length of Station Road and connect to both 
properties around the crown of the tree.  

 
3.3 T1 is a mature Huntingdon Elm, found to be in a sound physiological 

and structural condition. During the making of the order the tree was 
found to have some broken and torn branches and minor stubs 
throughout. However, these are not considered to be as a result of 
poor health and are likely to be from historic damage to the tree 
(possibly from the construction of the houses). At the time of making 
the order, the outer crown area of the tree was in close proximity to the 
roof of Rose Cottage and utility cables running along Station Road.  

 
3.4 Huntingdonshire contains a nationally important population of mature 

Elm trees, which have survived the nationwide loss of this species in 
the mid-1980s. Because of this species rarity, T1 is considered to form 
an important part of this population within the district.   

 
3.5 Due to the location and size of the tree, it is the dominant natural 

feature in the surrounding street scene. It is clearly visible when 
traveling north and south along Station Road, and visually encloses the 
view of the street as you approach the tree.  



 
 
4. REASON FOR THE TPO 
 
4.1  This order was made as a replacement for an older order which 

covered T1 (Ref L/TPO/390) made in December 2016 and confirmed 
by delegated powers in February 2017.  

 
4.2 Due to errors in the serving of the original order (which did not allow 

full consultation to be undertaken with Rook Barn and Rose Cottage), 
the 2016 TPO was revoked and replaced by TPO 18/004. This has 
allowed for the correct procedure to be followed, including a full 
consultation process to take place prior to the finalisation of the order. 
The content of the order remains the same as the 2016 order, and 
offers protection to T1 (Elm).  

 
 
5. OUTLINE OF OBJECTION  
 
5.1  One letter of objection has been received as a result of the 

consultation period, submitted by the neighbouring property (Rose 
Cottage) to the south west of T1. No comments have been received 
from the owner of the tree. The issues raised in the objection letter 
can be summarised as follows:   

 
1. The tree’s proximity to the property 

 The objection sets out concerns in respect of the close proximity 
of the tree to the roof of Rose Cottage and the nearby utility 
cables.   

 
2. The current and potential impact of the tree on the property 
 Issues and concerns regarding the tree’s growth rate and the 

impact this is having on shading to the rooms facing the tree are 
noted; along with concerns that the tree may cause structural 
damage to the foundations to the property in the future.  

 
3. The making of the order and the ability to undertake tree 

works.  
The objection letter sets out that the designation of a TPO may 
have impacted on the individual’s desire to purchase of the 
property in 2012. It further sets out that they wish to retain their 
right to carry out tree works without the need to apply for the prior 
permission of the Council.   

 
4. The Making of the order 

The objection sets out that the owners of Rose Cottage do not 
consider that the Local Planning Authority should be in a position 
to influence the future management of the tree, and that prior to 
the making of the original order in 2016, the tree had not been 
highlighted for protection. As such, they consider that the 
reasons for the making of the order may not be invalid.   

  
 
6. RESPONSE TO OBJECTION 
 



6.1  While the objections made in respect of the order are noted, they are 
not considered to alter or bring into question the amenity value of the 
tree (which is the prime reason for the order) or validity of the order.  

 
6.2  The comments made in respect of the proximity of the Elm to the 

properties are noted, and the current and potential impact this may 
have on Rose Cottage. However, recent pruning works have been 
undertaken with the consent of the Local Planning Authority to give 
additional clearance of the roof, the nearby cables and to decrease 
shading (Application Reference 18/00054/TREE). Unfortunately, the 
owners of the Rose Cottage have advised that they do not consider 
the works to have been effective in giving sufficient clearance of the 
roof of property and shading remains an issue.  

 
6.3 With regards to the objectors concerns in relation to damage to 

property, it is unfortunately not possible to determine whether or not 
this will become a problem in the future. To date, no information has 
been presented to the Council to suggest that the influence of the 
tree’s root system is, or may cause structural damage to the property. 
Furthermore, both the Council and independent inspections of the 
tree have not highlighted issues in relation to the health or stability of 
T1. As such, these matters are not considered to be justified reasons 
for the TPO to not be confirmed.  

 
6.4 While a TPO does necessitate the need for prior permission to be 

obtained before tree works are undertaken, this is not considered to 
be a reason for trees not to be protected. The application process is a 
free service, and the Council see this as a mechanism to influence 
good arboricultural management. The owner of the tree has already 
commissioned tree works through the application process and this 
could be repeated in the future should additional pruning (or other 
tree works) be required.  

 
6.5 With regards to the timing of the making of TPO 390 and later TPO 

18/004, the Local Planning Authority have the power to make orders 
at any time where it considers it is expedient in the interests of 
amenity. While it is unfortunate that the Council made the original 
order after the objectors’ purchase of Rose Cottage, the Council have 
sought to consult with affected parties. Given the visual contribution 
the tree makes to the street scene, and its species rarity the order 
reasons for making the order are considered to be valid and justified.  

 
 
7. CONCLUSION 
 
7.1  Having considered the grounds of the objections and the visual 

amenity value of the tree, it is considered that the order should be 
confirmed to ensure the retention and protection of this visually 
important and rare tree.   

 
7.2 The tree contributes to the setting of street scene and holds 

significant public visual amenity value. The tree is also an important 
part of the district’s population of Huntingdon Elms; a species which is 
nationally rare. Given that T1 is not within a designated conservation 
area, were a TPO not in place, it could be removed or severely 
pruned (potentially causing irreversible damage) without reference to 
the Council.  



 
7.3 The comments received in respect of the pruning works undertaken 

through application 18/00054/TREE are noted, however the level of 
crown clearance over Rose Cottage has been increased, and the 
utility cables have been cleared. Furthermore, this type of pruning 
could form part of future applications for repeat pruning to T1, and 
any additional clearance of the utilities could be arranged through 
local utility providers. As such, these comments and concerns are not 
considered justification for the tree not be subject to a TPO.   

 
7.4 To date, no information has been submitted to the Council to suggest 

that tree has, or may cause damage to Rose Barn. The tree has been 
found to be in a sound structural and physiological condition 
(commensurate with that expected of a tree of this age and species) 
and the recent tree works application has not highlighted any 
underlying Health or stability issues. As such, this is also not 
considered to be a justified reason for the order not to be confirmed.   

 
7.5 Finally, the Council assessed T1 for a potential TPO in accordance 

with our own set processes (Tree Guidance Note 4 “The Evaluation of 
Trees for the Protection with a TPO”) and the recommendations 
contained in the Planning Practice Guidance covering TPOs. As a 
result of this, T1 was found to have sufficient public visual amenity 
value to be the subject to a valid order and its designation is 
expedient in the interests of amenity.  

 
 
8. RECOMMENDATION  
 
8.1  That the committee endorses the officer recommendation to confirm 

Tree Preservation Order L/TPO/18/004 without modification.   
 

BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 
Tree Preservation Order File No L/TPO/18/004 
Tree Preservation Order File No L/TPO/390 
 
 
SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
 
1. Location Plan 
2. Tree Preservation Order  
3. Letters of objection 
 

CONTACT OFFICER 
Enquiries about this report to Tamsin Miles, Arboricultural Officer.  01480 
388 679. 
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From: Hilary Williamson  
Sent: 07 June 2018 19:00 
To: Miles, Tamsin (Planning) 
Subject: Re: Tree Preservation Order 18/004 
 
 
Dear Tamsin 
 
We write in response to your email of 04 June 2018, in relation to Tree Preservation Order 18/004 : 
In answer to your question - no, unfortunately none of the concerns raised in our letter of 23 February 2018 have been 
resolved as a result of the recent pruning work on the tree in question. 
We attach a photograph taken today which shows how imposing the tree remains over our property and the minimal 
impact/benefit from the pruning that was permitted by the Council's Planning Department. 
We understand that the work was less than the Tree Surgeons had recommended. 
Therefore, our previously detailed concerns about the the Council having control over work to this tree (through a 
TPO) have only been exacerbated (see our letter of 23 February 2018 for details). 
The impact of the tree on our property and the potential for damage and safety issues remain significant.  The tree is 
still in contact with overhead electricity cables and remains very close to our roof. 
To reiterate, we therefore believe that we should be able to retain the right to carry out occasional pruning and 
remedial work to the tree without the delays and restrictions that a TPO imposes. 
 
Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 
Yours faithfully 
Paul & Hilary Williamson 
Rose Cottage 
Station Road 
Tilbrook 
Huntingdon 
Cambridgeshire 
PE28 0JT 
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